F. Complete the following conditional sentences:
1. If your message had not come _______
2. If you don't visit me soon _______
3. I wouldn't have listened to me if _______
G. Change the voice.
1. Somebody must have taken it while I was out.
2. I should love someone to take me out to dinner.
3. our action was justified by the facts.
4. I have only used this pen once since the day I had it
mended.
5. Did the noise frighten you?
H. The following sentences with the correct question tag.
1. I am in a happy position of life ______?
2. you are a very due person _______?
3.In that case he will have to get a new one made ._______?
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1. Answer any three of the following questions : 15
A. Write a brief summary of the Poem' three years she
grew".
B. Write a Summary of the short" Death of a clerk" in your
own words.
C. Why was vikramaditya know as the greatest judge of
India? can you reproduce any story of his judgment?
D. Write a brief summary of the " Rana pratap"
E. Write the story of the poem " the mouse and the Snake"
From the point of view of the mouse which defeated the
snake.
2. Write an essay (Any Two)
A. Information Technology in Human life
B. Effects of Covid-19 Pandemic in daily life.
C. Games and Sports in Chhattisgarh.
D. The new Economic Policy
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3. Match the words in column:
Mortals
Embarrassment
Incommode
Cranium
Monopoly

-

05

Inconvenience anyone
People liable to death
Confuse
Follow
The sole right to deal in certain
goods and services

B. Use the 'Some' or 'any' plus a suitable noun:
1. Can I have _____ in my tea? I do not like it black.
2. Karan has gone to the bank to get_______
3. Can I have ____ on my bread? I prefer Amul if you have it
C. Some Nouns must be used more than once.
Swarm, Fleet, Audience, Shoal, Clump Pack.

4. Give the Antonyms of the following words(Any five) 05

5. Give the Synonyms of the following word (Any Five) 05

1. We sat down in the shade of a _____ of trees.
2. Fishing boats use modern equipment to locate the ____
of fish.
3. The ____ applauded the new play enthusiastically.

Warrior , dagger, greed , Clever, Secret, enough,

D. Select From the words in brackets.

Ancient, Sorrow , Faithful, Conceal, human, Accept,

6. Do as Directed (Any Twenty five)
A. Add 'a' 'an' 'the' where necessary:
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1. ____ Butter is made from____ cream
2. After ____serious illness he travelled by ____ air to
Switzerland in search of _____ health.
3. ____ Dictionary is ____ quick reference for _____ various
meanings of words.
4. Mountains like _____ Himalayas always attracted him; he
loved ____ nature and hated ____ towns and cities.
5. Knowing ____ language is not the same thing as _____
knowing about it.

1. It was ____ I was talking about. (he , him)
2. My daughter and _____are going on holiday together.
(she, her)
3. yes it is ____ sure enough ( he, him)
E. Supply the correct form of the verb given in the brackets
1. The news at last ( Give, Gives) ground for a better future.
2. Weather ( is, are ) not the same thing as Climate.
3. The scissors ( is , are) Blunt; give me another.

